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                                                              COPYRIGHT 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Copyright deals with the protecting the works of the others. All the fields of intellectual property 

copyright are concerned with protecting the work of the human intellect. The main aim of 

copyright is the protection of literacy and artistic works. These include writings, music, and 

works of fine arts, like paintings and sculptures and technology-based works like computers 

programs and on-line database. Copyright protects works that is the expression of thoughts and 

not the ideas. Copyright may be a branch of property rights and an exclusive right given by the 

judiciary to the creator on his creation. As a creator he has to rights to enjoy financial and other 

benefits associated as per the law over the creation. Violation of copyright law would lead to 

various legal consequences. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This article explain about the kinds of things that are protected under the heading of copyright, 

the rights that a copyright owner has and the way they will be used for commercial advantage. 

Much of the law concerning copyright is analogous altogether the countries that have signed 

international conventions and trade agreements. However, for a definitive answer to any 

copyright question you own country’s laws should be consulted. The two most important 

international agreements in the field of copyright are Berne Convention and TRIPS Agreement. 

Countries have laws to guard property for 2 main reasons. One is to offer statutory expression to 

the moral and economic rights of creators for his or her creations and therefore the rights of the 

general public in access to those creations. The other is to plug, as a planned act of state policy, 

creativity and thus the dissemination and application of its results and to encourage fair exchange 

of something which might contribute to economic and social growth1.” 

                                                             
1 http://www.wipo.int/portal/en/index.html. 
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 WHAT IS COPYRIGHT LAW?  

A copyright is an intellectual property right granted by a government that offers the owner 

exclusive rights to use, with some restricted exceptions, original communicatory works. For an 

example materials entitled to copyright protection embrace original work of fiction, non-fiction, 

music, inventive style, ancient style, and sculptures. Copyright law in India is ruled by the 

Copyright Act of 1957. 

 

COPYRIGHT PROVIDE PROTECTION OF RIGHTS 

The most important feature of property is that the owner could use it completely that's as he/she 

needs, which no one else will lawfully use it while not the owner's authorization. The phrase "as 

she/he wishes" doesn’t, of course, mean that they're going to use it despite the lawfully 

recognized rights and interests of alternative members of society. There are two varieties of 

rights under copyright: economic rights, which permit the owner of rights to derive money 

reward from the employment of this works by others, and ethical rights, which allow the author 

to want bound actions to preserve the personal link between him and so the work. Copyright 

could be a branch of belongings. The proprietor of copyright throughout a secured work could 

utilize the work as he needs, and have to be compelled to keep others from utilizing it while not 

his approval. Thus, the rights granted under national laws to the owner of copyright throughout a 

protected work square measure usually "exclusive rights2”: to utilize the work or to approve 

others to utilize the work, subject to the lawfully perceived rights and interests of others. 

 

RIGHTS OF REPRODUCTION 

 

The right of the owner of copyright to prevent others from making of his copies of his works is 

the most basic right under copyright. For instance the making of copies of a protected work is the 

act performed by a publisher who wishes to distribute copies of a text-based work to the public, 

whether within the sort of printed copies or digital media like CD-ROM .Also, the best possible 

of a phonogram maker to make and appropriate minimal plates (CDs) containing recorded 

exhibitions of melodic works is predicated , to some degree, on the approval given by the writers 

of such attempts to breed their syntheses inside the chronicle.. Therefore, the proper to regulate 

the act of reproduction is that the legal basis for several sorts of exploitation of protected works. 

Some law incorporate a privilege to approve conveyance of duplicates of works; clearly, the best 

                                                             
2 http://www.wipo.int/portal/en/index.html 
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possible of propagation would be of little worth if the proprietor of copyright couldn't approve 

the appropriation is generally dependent upon fatigue upon first deal or other exchange of 

responsibility for duplicate, which is made with me approval of the rights proprietor. This means 

that, after the copyright owner has sold or otherwise transferred ownership of a specific copy of a 

piece , the owner of that replicate may eliminate it without the copyright owner's further 

permission, by giving it away or maybe by reselling it. TRIPS Agreement, have perceived a 

different ideal for PC programs, various media works and phonograms3. The privilege of rental is 

legitimized in light of the fact that innovative advances have made it simple to rehash these sorts 

of works; involvement with certain nations has demonstrated that duplicates were made by 

clients of rental shops, and in this way , that the best possible to direct rental practices was 

essential to shield the copyright proprietor's privilege of proliferation There are a few 

demonstrations of imitating a piece which are special cases to the general principle, since they 

are doing not require the approval of the creator or other proprietor of rights; these are known as 

"impediments" on rights. The development of advanced innovation, which makes the chance of 

making high-calibre, unapproved duplicates of works that are for all intents and purposes unclear 

from the source, has raised doubt about the proceeded. 

 

RIGHT OF PUBLIC, PERFRORMANCE, BROADCASTING AND 

COUMMUNICATION TO GENERAL PUBLIC 

 

Under national law, a public performance is taken into account as any performance of a piece at 

an area where the general public is or are often present, or then again at a territory not open to 

general society, yet where a significant number of people outside the ordinary hover of a family 

and its storeroom social associates is available. On the idea of the proper of public performance, 

the author or other owner of copyright may authorize live performances of a piece , like the 

presentation of a play during a theatre or an orchestra performance of a symphony during a hall 

.Open execution additionally incorporates execution by methods for chronicles; in this manner, 

melodic works epitomized in phonograms are considered "freely performed" when the 

phonograms are played over intensification hardware in such places as discotheques, planes, and 

shopping centres.  The right of broadcasting covers the emission by wireless means for members 

of the general public within range of the signal, whose hardware permits gathering of sounds or 

of pictures and sounds, regardless of whether by radio, TV, or satellite. Under the Berne 

Convention, owners of copyright have the prerogative of authorizing public performance, 

broadcasting and communication to the general public of their works. Under some national laws, 

the privilege of the creator or other proprietor of rights to approve broadcasting is supplanted, in 

                                                             
3 World intellectual property organisation 
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specific conditions, by a privilege to fair compensation; albeit such a confinement on the telecom 

right is a littler sum and less normal. 

 

TRANSFER AND ADAPTION RIGHTS 

The acts of translating or adapting a bit protected by copyright conjointly need the authorization 

of the owner of rights. Translation means the expression of a bit throughout a language other 

than that of the primary version. Adaptation is usually understood as a result of the modification 

of a bit to create another work. Translations and diversifications are measures works protected by 

copyright. Therefore, therefore on breed and publish a translation or adaptation, authorization 

should be obtained from each the owner of the copyright inside the first work and of the owner 

of copyright within the translation or adaptation. Economic rights of the type mentioned higher 

than square measure usually transferred or assigned to different homeowners sometimes for a 

total of money or royalties hoping on the projected usage of the work. However, the second 

variety of rights, ethical rights, will ne'er be transferred. They always stay with the primary 

author of the work. 

 

COPYRIGHT TRANSFER 

 

Numerous inventive works secured by copyright require money related speculation and expert 

abilities for their generation and further dispersal and mass dissemination. Activities like book 

publishing, audio recording or film producing are usually undertaken by specialized business 

organizations or companies, and indirectly by the authors. For the most part, creators and makers 

move their privileges to those organizations by method for authoritative understandings, 

proportionally for pay. The compensation may take different forms, like payment payments, or 

royalties supported a percentage of revenues generated by the work. The transfer could affect all 

the economic rights or only some of them. The transfer or assignment could also be granted for a 

selected period of your time and a limited territory, or for the duration of the complete term of 

copyright and worldwide. Hence the copyright owner of a completely unique could assign to at 

least one publisher the rights to publish the book in English, for a selected territory, say, the use 

of America, and for a period of 20 years. Or he may plan to assign to an equivalent person the 

rights to publish the novel in English worldwide, and for the duration of copyright. The 

combinations here are many and depend upon the negotiations between the parties. As we've 

seen, assignments and transfers entail important consequences for the author. Legally, the 

assignee is vested with the rights that have been contractually transferred to him. He thus 
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becomes the new owner of such rights, for the agreed period of your time and territory4. It is thus 

important that the author be aware of the results of such an operation. This is why many national 

copyright laws contain provisions requiring that assignments be made in writing and signed by or 

on behalf of the assignor, so as to be valid or effective. Such requirement helps to make sure that 

the author is cognizant about the rights he's parting with, at what price, and on what conditions. 

 

LIMITATIONS ON RIGHTS 

 

The first limitation is that the exclusion from copyright protection of certain categories of works. 

In some countries, as you've got heard, works are excluded from protection if they're not fixed in 

tangible form; for instance ,a bit of movement would just be ensured once the developments 

were recorded in move documentation or recorded on tape. In certain nations, additionally, the 

writings of laws, court and regulatory choices are barred from copyright security.  

 

The second classification of constraints on the privileges of creators and different proprietors of 

copyright concerns specific demonstrations of abuse, typically requiring the approval of the 

proprietor of rights, which may, under conditions spread out in the law, be evaded approval. 

There are two fundamental sorts of impediments during this class5: 

1) Free uses, which are acts of exploitation of works which will be administered without 

authorization and without an obligation to compensate the owner of rights for the use;  

2) Non-voluntary licenses, under which the acts of exploitation could also be administered 

without authorization, but with the requirement to compensate the owner of rights. 

Notwithstanding explicit free uses identified in national laws, the laws of certain nations perceive 

the idea alluded to as use or reasonable managing, which permits utilization of works without the 

authorization of the owner of rights, taking under consideration factors like the following: the 

character and purpose of the utilization , including whether it's for commercial purposes; the 

nature of the work used; the quantity of the work utilized in reference to the work as a whole; 

and therefore the likely effect of the utilization on the potential commercial value of the work. 

EXECUTION OF RIGHTS 

 

                                                             
4 Indian Copyright Act, 1957 

 
5 http://www.wipo.int/portal/en/index.html 
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The Berne Convention contains not many arrangements concerning implementation of rights, yet 

the advancement of most recent national and worldwide authorization principles has been 

emotional as of late, because of two chief components6. The first is that the dashing advances 

inside the innovative methods for creation and use (both approved and unapproved) of ensured 

material, and particularly , computerized innovation, which makes it conceivable to transmit and 

make ideal duplicates of any "data" existing in computerized structure, including works secured 

by copyright, anyplace inside the world. The subsequent factor is the expanding financial 

significance of the development of merchandise and ventures secured by protected innovation 

rights in the domain of universal exchange; basically, exchange items encapsulating property 

rights is presently a blasting, overall business. The TRIPS Agreement, which contains detailed 

provisions on the enforcement of rights, is ample evidence of this new link between property and 

trade. The following paragraphs identify and summarize some of the enforcement provisions 

found in recent national legislation, which may be divided into the following categories: enter or 

temporary measures; common cures; criminal authorizations; measures to be taken at the 

outskirt; and measures, cures and endorses against maltreatment in regard of specialized gadgets. 

Centre or temporary measures have two purposes: first, to prevent encroachments from 

happening, especially to stop the passage of encroaching merchandise into the channels of trade, 

including section of imported products after freedom by customs; and second, to save pertinent 

proof in reference to a supposed encroachment. 

Common cures repay the proprietor of rights for financial damage endured because of the 

encroachment, for the most part inside the kind of money related harms, and make a proficient 

hindrance to advance encroachment, frequently inside the kind of a legal request to obliterate the 

encroaching merchandise and in this way the materials and executes which are dominatingly 

utilized for delivering them. 

Criminal sanctions are intended to punish those who wilfully commit acts of piracy of copyright 

and related rights on a commercial scale, and, as in the case of civil remedies, to deter further 

infringement. The purpose of punishment is served by the imposition of considerable fines, and 

by sentences of imprisonment according to the extent of penalties applied for crimes of 

corresponding seriousness, particularly in cases of repeat offenses.  

 

BENEFITS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FROM COPYRIGHT PROTECTION 

 

There are cultural, as well as economic benefits. That copyright likewise has to do with culture. 

These days abstract and imaginative works turned into an extremely wide idea, remembering for 
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truth the social part, the creative network, yet in addition the information innovation industry, or 

all the more explicitly PC program industry . A large amount of cash could be invested in 

making a computer virus, or film or a TV program. But if as soon together copy is out on the 

market, everybody is allowed to repeat it, then the earning potential is gone and there'll be no 

incentive to create or further invest.  

First, if protection were to be limited only to national works, foreign works would be allowed 

into the local market with none copyright cost. The dangerous result's that buyers might turn 

their backs on nationally made products and buy foreign but less costly products. National 

culture, whether it's the music, or book or other industry may, therefore, suffer7. 

Second, one can't stress enough the increases that neighbourhood craftsmen and makers, 

regardless of whether in creating nations or not, may get from insurance of their works abroad. 

Neighbourhood markets could likewise be constrained and there's a necessity to get incomes 

from social items that are traded and showcased outside. The income generated from the 

exploitation of a piece on foreign soil may exceed substantially the revenues that are reaped from 

its national exploitation. And one has got to remember that an artist or a creator from a specific 

country won’t, altogether likelihood, enjoy protection abroad, if foreign authors and artists are 

not also themselves to grant protection in their country8. 

 

CASE LAWS 

 

CASE NAME- R.G. Anand vs. Delux Films and Ors. AIR 1978 SC 16139 

• CASE FACT – The appellant, R.G. Anand, a designer by service and furthermore a play 

writer, screenwriter and maker of a few stage plays, composed and produced 'HUM 

HINDUSTANI' in 1953. It ran successfully and was re-staged in 1954, 1955 and 1956.In 1955, 

began to make a motion picture name 'New Delhi' which offended party accumulated, depended 

on his play, 'Hum Hindustani' and the respondent was guaranteed that it was not really . In 1956 

movie released and after viewing the movie the plaintiff filed a suit for infringement of his 

copyright of his play. The plaintiff demands compensation which includes damages, account of 

profits and a permanent injunction against the defendants restraining them from exhibiting the 

movie.    

 

                                                             
7 Indian Copyright Act 1957 
8 Indian Copyright Act 1957 
9 R.G. Anand vs. Delux Films and Ors., AIR 1978 SC 1613 (INDIA) 
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• ISSUE- Regardless of whether the creation, appropriation and display of the film 'New 

Delhi' made by the respondents are in encroachment of the offended party's copyright in the play, 

'Hum Hindustani'? 

 

• JUDGMENT – The Delhi High Court held that there is lot many difference in the story, 

theme, characterization and climaxes between the play name ‘Hum Hindustani’ and the movie 

name ‘New Delhi’. Court said that the defendants cannot be held to have committed an act of 

piracy because of the differences between the two. The allegation by the Anand that the 

defendants violated his copyright by copying his idea was held invalid. The Delhi High Court 

also said that copyright offers protection only to the expression of an idea and not the idea itself. 

CONCLUSION 

The Berne Convention expansively recorded 'scholarly and aesthetic works' so that "each 

creation in the abstract, logical and imaginative space, whatever might be the mode or type of 

articulation", were incorporated. Covered under this broad term is every original work of 

authorship, regardless of its literary or artistic merit. The owner of copyright during a protected 

work may use the work as he wishes, and should prevent others from using it without his 

authorization. Thus, since the holder may exclude others from acting against the holder's 

interests, these rights are mentioned as “exclusive rights”. There are two other sorts of rights 

covered under copyright: economic rights and moral rights. Within the umbrella of economic 

rights are those several rights and applicable limitations, which can be alienable from the first 

holder. Moral rights will always remain with the first holder regardless of whether the economic 

rights are transferred. In addition to the categories of works mentioned above, a replacement 

genre of labour to be covered under copyright has emerged. This is sight and sound creation and 

despite the fact that there's no legitimate definition, there's an agreement that the blend of sound, 

content, and pictures in advanced organization, which is shaped open by a PC infection, is 

considered a bright articulation of initiation and is accordingly secured under the umbrella of 

copyright. 

 


